GUIDED TOUR
3rd to 5th March 2017
On the occasion of APIMELL Show (International Trade
Fair of beekeeping - producers, products and equipment),
that is going to take place in Piacenza (ITALY) from 3 to 5
March 2017, Studio Luigi Stefanini is organizing some
guided visits to the fair for groups and delegations interested in beekeeping sector.
The important exhibition, now at its 34th edition, is
promoted and organized by Piacenza Expo Ltd. If you are
interested in our proposal we can organize (after your
evaluation of our prices) a visit to APIMELL that will

include contacts with exhibitors, as well as some visits to
beekeepers and to some of the most important Italian companies outside fair, operating in this field (or other initiatives of
your interest).
On your request, we could also help you with all the logistics
questions, such as finding free-tickets for the Fair, hotel
booking and accommodation, restaurants, transfers by bus
or other means etc.

With APIMELL you could also visit the two related exhibitions BUON VIVERE (sales exhibition about Food and Beverage),
and SEMINAT (sales exhibition about ornamental and agricultural plants, floriculture, gardening seeds and supplies).

PROGRAMM
The visiting program we are proposing to you is the following:

Day One
Visit to APIMELL and two other exhibitions: stands, scheduled contacts with exhibitors, eventual participation in scheduled meetings, meetings with beekeeping Associations etc.

Day Two
Visits to some local beekeepers.

Day Three
Visits to beekeeping manufactures: honey production and processing; production and selling of beekeeping equipment,
machinery and plants.

If you are interested in visiting APIMELL and all the the other events connected to this Show (from 3 to 5 March) with
your delegation or group, please do not hesitate to send us an e-mail with all your requests and eventual questions
and we will reply to you soon with a detailed itinerary for 3 days in Piacenza and its related budget proposal.

For any further information please contact
Studio Luigi Stefanini info@studioluigistefanini.it - ph. +39 335 5742994
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